Right ventricle three-dimensional echography in corrected tetralogy of fallot: accuracy and variability.
To evaluate right ventricular (RV) volume and ejection fraction (EF) in adult normal subjects and repaired tetralogy of Fallot (ToF) with 3D trans-thoracic echocardiography (3DE) and a semi-automatic border detection algorithm. Fourteen healthy volunteers and 20 patients with repaired ToF (mean age 31 +/- 14) underwent 3DE and MRI within the same day. Right ventricular end-systolic volume (ESV) and end-diastolic volume (EDV) and EF were measured by two observers using 3DE and compared with MRI measurements. Intra- and interobserver variability of 3DE and agreement between both methods were evaluated using Bland-Altman analysis. Over or underestimation of 3DE in comparison to MRI was assessed using paired t-test. Intra- and interobserver variability of 3DE was excellent with intraclass coefficient of correlation (ICC) ranging from 0.85 to 0.99 and from 0.85 to 0.98, respectively. Three-dimensional echocardiography underestimated ESV and EDV (P < 0.001) but agreement between 3DE and MRI was excellent (ICC = 0.88 and 0.87, respectively). Ejection fraction was 47.7 +/- 7.8 with 3DE and 47.9 +/- 6.7 with MRI, agreement between both methods was good (ICC = 0.72). Three-dimensional echocardiography combined to semi-automated quantification software shows fair agreement with MRI for RV volumes and EF measurement in patients with repaired ToF and adequate intra- and interobserver variability. These results suggest applicability for serial follow-up of patients with right heart congenital disease. However, the accuracy of 3DE echo diminishes with larger RV volumes, in part due to current difficulty to include the entire RV in the imaged sector. Technical progress in transducers beam geometry is likely to address this issue.